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PMR radio systems are still the mainstay of most taxi firms.
Whilst the coverage is limited compared with mobile telephones
the communication area is guaranteed and usually highly
reliable when compared to mobile telephone infrastructure.
Coverage can be tailored to your area with the use of a repeater
or maximised by using a digital system.

Radios purpose built for Taxi operations
Radios designed with taxi in mind giving you Free Calls – Instant
Calls - Free One to One Calls - Free Group Calls - Lone worker
- Fixed Cost. Vertex radios fit perfectly if you’re looking for low
cost communication or choose the Simoco range with vehicle
location and messaging or even go digital and have the best
there is on offer.

VERTEX 2100

SIMOCO SRM9000 Series

MOTOROLA DM3400

VX-2100E FeatureS

SRM9000 Features

DM3400 Features

|

|

DIGITAL

Emergency Features Silent alarms
Live audio to a dispatcher

Multiple Options for Data delivery
Vehicle location function via GPS

Multi-colored LED indicators for clear, visible feedback
of calling, scanning and monitoring.

Operation | 8 Channel Capacity

Wide range of display options

Large, easy-to-use channel navigation buttons.

Output Power | 25 Watt

Fully programmable buttons

Powerful, front-projecting speaker.

Frequency bands | VHF 134-174 MHz / UHF 400-470 MHz

Output Power | 25 Watt

Output Power | 25 Watt

Built in Loud Front Speaker Audio

Operation | 1000 Channel Capacity

Operation | 32 Channel, clear numeric two-digit display.

5 - Tone Signalling with Built in CTCSS / DCS Encode
DTMF ANI

Frequency | 66-88 MHz | 136-174 MHz | 208 - 245 MHz
335 - 400 MHz | 400 - 480 MHz | 440-520 MHz

Frequency bands | VHF: 136-174 MHz. UHF: 403–470
MHz. UHF-2: 450-512 MHz.

2 - Tone Encode / Decode

Hands free with VOX on some models

Large, easy-to-use volume knob

Upgradable | PMR or Trunking using the same radio

Compact and ergonomically friendly microphone.
Exceptional Clear Digital Voice & Fast Digital Data

In Car Radio

In Car Lighting

Taxi Meters

Office Dispatcher Solutions

Service & Repairs
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TAXI Solutions, Mobile & Office
As a leading service provider of radio communication systems,
Gould Electronics are a completely independent specialist,
able to make available efficient radio solutions for all your
communication requirements. We take great care in only
selecting quality items to add to our portfolio.

We supply a wide variety of communications solutions from
simple leisure type applications through to bespoke systems for
businesses, government departments and the military. We pride
See our full range of products | www.gouldelectronics.co.uk
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ourselves on a fast, efficient and friendly service.

REM

Taxi Meters

Taxi lights and In Car Cameras

Gould Electronics offer a range of meters and accessories from the

Taxi Lights & Signs give your cars the distinctive taxi cab look. No

Uk’s leading manufacturers. Every product has been proven and

matter how busy the street, prospective fares can see your car coming

certified to meet all the relevant UK and international standards of

in time to flag a ride. We stock a range of lights, most of them LED

quality and excellence.

to give you trouble free use.

Re-Tariff Your Meter
Being able to service, repair, calibrate and re-tariff more than one

Installations | Radio, Lighting & Camera

make of meter means we can look after your existing fleet and add

Professionally installed equipment means less time off the road.

or update existing equipment.

Our engineers can fit your radio, meter, top light and camera at
your premises.

NEW for OLD Swap-out DEALS
Call Us for details 01209 821804

Gould Electronics Two Way Radio Ltd.
Scorrier House Workshops - Scorrier
Redruth - Cornwall - TR16 5AU

www.gouldelectronics.co.uk
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